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1.

Introduction
The proposal caters to system wise asymmetric DL-UL traffic which is solved in TDD but not FDD part of
16e standard. The proposal also minimizes HW and SW changes at MS and BS, including the extra burden
HFDD put on BS scheduler comparing with FFDD only system, and avoid per-MS HFDD constrain which
further complicates the scheduler.

2.

The Proposal

Figure 1 Asymmetric HFDD Frame Structure

Figure 1 shows the frame structure of the proposal Asymmetric HFDD solution. Here 2 DL carriers pair
with 1 UL carrier. Each DL frame size is 2.5 ms to support both HFDD and FFDD. UL frame size is a little
less than 2.5 ms due to SSTTG and SSRTG. Each MS is served on one of the two DL carriers throughout
the call with the exception of call setup for some MSs. This is to minimize HW changes: no BB HW
changes required. Each MS belongs to one of the four groups, A1, A2, B1, B2, and stays on throughout the
call. No per-MS HFDD constrain which complicates the scheduling algorithm. Here the BS need to
coordinate two UL-MAPs to avoid collision on the UL.
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BS performs load balancing when assigning MSs to the two DL carriers during call setup. Call setup is
done on DL carrier 1 (Anchor Carrier), i.e., a MS always starts a call on DL carrier 1. If the call stays on
carrier 1, it continues similar to TDD case. If the MS is load balanced to carrier 2, the switch of DL from
carrier 1 to carrier 2 is similar to InterFA HO. This process should be easier than InterFA HO in general
due to same BS serving both FA. Optionally for stationary users, the MS can recommend which DL carrier
to continue the call by measuring the two DL preamble CINR.
For reuse 3 deployment, HO is based on the anchor carrier, e.g., MS sniffs the preamble of the anchor
carrier of the target BS. For reuse 1 deployment, MS sniffs the same carrier of the target BS as the current
carrier of the serving BS

3.

Conclusion
•
•

This proposal requires no baseband HW changes. RF HW changes only required for FDD in general
No complicated per-MS HFDD scheduling requirement
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